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ABSTRACT
While research into building robust and survivable networks has
steadily intensified in recent years, similar efforts at the application
level and below have focused primarily on attack discovery, ignor-
ing the larger issue of how to gracefully recover from an intrusion
at that level. Our work attempts to bridge this inherent gap between
theory and practice through the introduction of a new architectural
technique, which we callrollback and huddle. Inspired by con-
cepts made popular in the world of software debug, we propose
the inclusion of extra on-chip hardware for the efficient storage and
tracing of execution contexts. Upon the detection of some software
protection violation, the application is restarted at the last known
safe checkpoint (therollback part). During this deterministic re-
play, an additional hw/sw module is then loaded that can increase
the level of system monitoring, log more detailed information about
any future attack source, and potentially institute a live patch of the
vulnerable part of the software executable (thehuddle part). Our
experimental results show that this approach could have a practical
impact on modern computing system architectures, by allowing for
the inclusion of low-overhead software security features while at
the same time incorporating an ability to gracefully recover from
attack.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:B.8.1 [Performance and Re-
liability]: Reliability, Testing, and Fault-Tolerance; D.4.6 [Operat-
ing Systems]: Security and Protection

General Terms: Security, Design, Reliability

Keywords: attack detection, checkpoint and rollback, buffer over-
flows, hardware support

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the key problems facing the computer industry today is

ensuring the integrity of end-user executables and data. Most pro-
grams are written in low-level languages that allow developers to
write efficient code. However, this efficiency often comes at the
cost of security features commonly found in high-level languages
such as bounds checking on arrays, type checking of pointers, and
protection of individual data elements. These language shortcom-
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Figure 1: (a) An anomaly is detected in function E. Typical pro-
tection schemes cause the program to halt execution. (b) In our
approach, the program is rolled back to a safe state by utilizing
checkpoint logs. (c) The program restarts execution with extra
safety checks in place.

ings can be compensated for at the application level with proper
programming techniques, but many times they are neglected – both
accidentally through programming errors and deliberately to pro-
duce more efficient code. Software patches can fix specific vul-
nerabilities, but they act retroactively after a vulnerability has been
found and potentially exploited.

Recent research has introduced several compiler and architec-
tural approaches which are aimed at detecting general classes of at-
tacks against vulnerable software. One issue is that many of these
current software protection approaches consider the detection stage
as the logical endpoint of their scheme, trapping an attack and then
ceding control to a supervising process. In some cases this is the
preferred course of action. However, program termination can ef-
fectively be viewed as a successful Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack.
If the exploited vulnerability were in a high-value application (a
Web server for an e-commerce site, for instance), an application
restart required by any failed attack could lead to a loss of revenue.
In summary, we see a need for a software protection approach that
can handle a general class of attacks while also continuing to exe-
cute gracefully once an attack is detected.

In this paper we introduce a novel approach to software secu-
rity which we callrollback and huddle. Figure 1 shows a concep-
tual view of our approach. We make use of software rollback to
achieve a graceful recovery of compromised programs. Software
rollback is not a new idea, but applying it to the domain of soft-



ware security is a new application of the concept. In our approach,
a lightweight security mechanism continuously operates with min-
imal performance overhead. If this initial scheme detects that an
attack has occurred, the program is “rolled back” to a previous
point in time. This rollback operation is made possible through
the recording of periodic checkpoints during execution that allow a
program’s state to be recovered. Once rolled back, the vulnerable
portion of the program is further instrumented with stricter security
policies which may monitor control flow and memory accesses at
a finer granularity. Once identified as exploitable, a section of in-
structions could in theory be patched in real-time. After these new
policies are in place execution resumes from the state of the safe
checkpoint.

As will be explained in Section 4, we introduce some non-intrusive
architectural features to support our proposed approach. A Hard-
ware Checkpoint Unit (HCU) snoops off-chip memory accesses
in order to log checkpoints and perform rollback operations. Ini-
tial continuous security monitoring is accomplished through the
use of a Lightweight Protection Unit (LPU), which sits as a mem-
ory mapped peripheral. A Heavyweight Protection Unit (HPU) is
placed inside the memory fetch path, but acts only as a pass-through
until a more secured mode of execution is requested after a roll-
back. Our architectural simulation results show that the lightweight
monitoring and continuous checkpointing add an average of only
6.4% performance overhead to a variety of embedded benchmarks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we provide an overview of related research in the fields of
hardware-supported checkpointing and software protection. Sec-
tion 3 describes our conceptual approach in more detail. In Section
4 we outline the architectural features of our approach, and in Sec-
tion 5 we present experimental results detailing the performance
overhead of these features. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sec-
tion 6 with a look toward future planned efforts in this project.

2. RELATED WORK
The computing research literature is filled with various approaches

to detecting and preventing software-level attacks. Several of these
focus on providing architectural support for encrypted execution
and storage. In [9], the authors introduce the concept of eXecute-
Only Memory, or XOM, which provides a mechanism for cryp-
tographic separation of instruction and data-memory space. The
AEGIS secure coprocessor [16] provides an implementation of phys-
ical random functions that can be used for assigning unique keys to
an individual processor. The IBM 4758 secure coprocessor [4] is
an earlier example of an architectural approach to software secu-
rity. One aspect that makes our work unique is that we focus on
system recovery after the initial point of detection.

Due to the prevalence of stack-related software attacks, one com-
mon theme found across a variety of approaches is the use of a
secondary stack to enforce a security policy. SmashGuard [11] is
one notable example, which adds hardware functionality to inter-
cept function calls and returns in order to manage its own hardware
stack. Another example can be found in [12], where the Return
Address Stack (RAS) of a speculative processor is modified, in-
creasing stack security and resulting in less than a 1% performance
overhead. Although using a secondary stack for return addresses
detects many common attacks, it does not detect all forms of buffer
overflow attacks as is shown in [19].

The general threat model that we consider is similar to that found
in [1] and other works that check the integrity of program flow
and call-graphs formed during program execution. In [1, 3], pro-
gram flow integrity is considered at the basic block level. As will
be explained in Section 3, our lightweight protection scheme ex-
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Figure 2: Contents of a typical checkpoint log. Checkpoint logs
are identified by a timestamp and contain the necessary infor-
mation to restore a program’s state.

pands this granularity to the function call scope in order to incur
less overhead. A separate approach [5, 18] for enforcing program
flow, calledwhitebox training, involves analyzing source code to
determine an acceptable pattern of function and system calls. A
variation of whitebox training isblackbox training [7, 14], which
studies the patterns of a normally executing program to form its
acceptable call graph. Hybrid examples exist as well [6].

Checkpointing and rolling back program execution is not a new
concept, although it has received some recent attention from the
computer architecture community who have applied it toward fault
tolerance and debugging. Our checkpointing scheme, as will be de-
scribed in the following section, is loosely based on [20] which it-
self can be traced back to the scheme found in [15]. The former was
aimed at creating a debugging environment for crashed programs
while the goal of the latter was to achieve fault tolerance in shared
memory multi-processor systems. Other examples of hardware-
assisted checkpointing and rollback can be found in [13, 17]. What
sets our approach apart from these is the domain in which we apply
our checkpointing (software security), and the goal for which we
roll back (to obtain a more trusted state).

3. CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
Our approach features multiple execution phases in order to achieve

the goal of attack detection and recovery. The first phase islightweight
monitoring which utilizes a low-overhead, relatively simple attack
detection mechanism designed to detect many common forms of
attacks. The second phase is thecontinuous checkpointing that
occurs as a program executes. These checkpoints act as system
“snapshots” for a given instance of time. The third phase isroll-
back. Rollback occurs after an attack has been detected. In this
stage, the executing program is restored to a point in time before
the attack took place. The final phase isheavyweight monitoring.
Simply rolling back to a previous point and restarting execution
would not be sufficient to overcome an attacker who is aware of the
checkpointing and rollback mechanism. To prevent a replay of the
original attack, the application is instrumented to enforce a more
robust security policy.

3.1 Lightweight Monitoring
The first phase of our approach is lightweight monitoring of the

executing program. The purpose of lightweight monitoring is to
detect most attacks while minimizing the run-time performance
overhead. This is accomplished through the use of a low-overhead
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Figure 3: (a) As a program executes, its state is checkpointed
at normal intervals until an anomaly is detected at S4. (b) The
checkpoint logs are cycled through until the system is restored
to a safe point at S1.

attack-detection mechanism. Our approach is not limited to one
specific type of attack detection scheme. In this paper we provide
one applicable example, but in practice the attack detection mecha-
nism can be tailored to a given system based on the perceived threat
model.

Our example lightweight detection scheme uses a secondary stack
to store return addresses. When a function is called, its return ad-
dress is pushed onto the stack along with a timestamp of when the
function call took place. When the callee function returns, the value
on the top of the stack is compared to the return address that is re-
quested by the processor. If the two addresses do not match, the
detection unit signals that an attack has occurred. The timestamp
of the return address that did not match is used to indicate the time
of the attack.

This lightweight protection scheme detects attacks at the func-
tion level. It verifies that a called function eventually returns to the
calling function. For instance, if function A calls function B the
lightweight protection scheme checks that B returns to A. This pre-
vents malicious code from being called in B and returning to A. In
that case, an attack is detected, execution is temporarily halted, and
the system is signaled to begin the rollback process.

With all detection schemes there exists a tradeoff between se-
curity and performance. Detection schemes with a very fine gran-
ularity can provide a more secure environment, but this extra se-
curity comes at the cost of increased performance overhead. As a
practical matter, for our lightweight scheme we put more emphasis
on minimizing performance overhead while still detecting the most
common types of attacks.

3.2 Continuous Checkpointing
System state is saved by adapting aspects of the approaches found

in [20] and [15]. As a program executes, its state is saved in logs
kept separate from the rest of memory. These checkpoints allow a
program to be rolled back to that point in time if an attack is de-
tected. The period of time between checkpoints is called thecheck-
point interval.

Figure 2 shows a detailed view of a checkpoint log in our im-
plementation. The logs consist of three pieces: timestamp, mem-
ory state, and processor state. The timestamp is the identifier for

ROLLBACK_DISTANCE(tattack, nattack, Ncp, C) {
distance = 0;
extra = 2(nattack−1);
for eachcheckpointc ∈ C do {

distance = distance + 1;
if (tc < tattack) then {

break;
}

}
return (MIN(distance + extra, Ncp));

}

Figure 4: An algorithm for determining rollback distance.

a particular log. The timestamp is the cycle count in which the
checkpoint interval began, and it is recorded immediately when a
new checkpoint is created. Memory state is recorded on a per-
location basis when writes occur. The current value along with
a location identifier are copied into the checkpoint log before the
value is overwritten. It is sufficient to record the value of a given
memory location on the first write to that location and ignore sub-
sequent writes until the next checkpoint interval begins. Because
our goal is to restore the state of the program to the beginning of
the checkpoint interval, we only need to log the initial value for
each checkpoint interval. Processor state consists of the instruction
pointer, register values, and I/O map. Like the timestamp, proces-
sor state is immediately logged at the beginning of the checkpoint
interval.

Checkpoint logs are a fixed size. A new checkpoint interval be-
gins once the memory state buffer of a checkpoint log is filled.
When this occurs, the current checkpoint log is offloaded to sec-
ondary storage. A new checkpoint log is created by saving the pro-
cessor state and recording the timestamp. The length of checkpoint
intervals are determined by the frequency of memory writes.

An alternative policy would be to store a checkpoint after a fixed
number of CPU cycles. Checkpointing based on CPU cycles would
allow for more regularly spaced checkpoint intervals, especially in
programs that make relatively few memory writes. The downside
of this approach is that the constant size of checkpoint logs can no
longer be guaranteed.

3.3 Detection and Rollback
Program rollback occurs when the lightweight protection scheme

has signaled that an attack has taken place (S4 in Figure 3). The
final goal of the rollback stage is to restore the program’s state to a
“safe” point before the attack occurred and allow re-execution in a
secure state (S1). This is made possible by utilizing the checkpoint
logs saved during normal execution (L1–L4).

One method for determining how far to rewind execution is de-
scribed in Figure 4. As was previously described, when an attack is
detected, the detection mechanism associates a timestamp with the
event. This timestamp is an estimate of when the attack occurred.
If this is the first attack we simply rollback to the first checkpoint
before the time of the attack. This is not sufficient if the vulnera-
bility that led to the attack took place at an even earlier point. The
vulnerability could be repeatedly exploited causing an endless loop
of rollbacks. To prevent repeated attacks we keep track of how
many times a rollback has happened. An extra rollback distance is
determined by an exponential function of the number of times that
we have already rolled back.

When rollback begins, program execution is temporarily halted



and the on-chip caches are flushed. The first stage of program roll-
back involves rolling back to the beginning of the current check-
point interval. This is accomplished by writing back all of the
values in the current checkpoint log. Writing back the values of
the current checkpoint log effectively “undoes” all of the memory
writes that have occurred during the current checkpoint interval.
Once the current checkpoint is rolled back, the next checkpoint
is loaded from secondary storage. This process continues until
n checkpoints have been rolled back, wheren is the number re-
turned by algorithmROLLBACK_DISTANCE. At this point
the processor is restored to the state stored in thenth checkpoint.
At this point execution resumes from the rollback point in a heavy-
weight monitoring mode.

If an attack takes place before the earliest checkpoint log, execu-
tion is immediately terminated. While this scenario is not ideal for
our approach, this behavior is no worse than a standard detection
scheme with no recovery mechanisms.

3.4 Heavyweight Monitoring
Once a program has rolled back to a safe state after an attack, an

adversary could simply repeat the attack if no changes are made to
the executing program. This observation is what leads to the final
phase of our approach: heavyweight monitoring. Before execution
resumes from the point of rollback, the program’s binary is further
instrumented with additional safety checks in key locations to pre-
vent a repeated attack.

While modifying a program’s binary executable at run-time is a
non-trivial task, our approach avoids this issue by adding “phan-
tom” instructions at initial compile-time. Conceptually, the com-
piler identifies potential locations of security vulnerabilities, and
adds additional NOP instructions to serve as placeholders for a fu-
ture live patch. These NOPs are preceded by a jump instruction in
order to minimize the performance overhead.

Once an attack is detected, the NOP instructions – along with
the preceding jump – can be replaced with instructions to patch the
vulnerable code or to enable some other monitoring mechanism.
These new instructions are stored in a protected region of memory
until the point of execution replay. This provides an additional bur-
den to an attacker looking to break these heavyweight protection
mechanisms.

Adding security features such as bounds-checking on arrays and
type-checking to pointers can add considerable overhead [10]. We
make the assumption that program degradation is better than pro-
gram termination. With heavyweight monitoring we are willing to
make a compromise on pure execution speed in favor of increased
security and ensured stability.

Different possibilities exist for the length of time that heavy-
weight monitoring should last. One possible policy would be to
allow secure execution to last until program termination. This pol-
icy offers maximum security, but at the cost of an increased over-
head. A second policy would be to execute in secure mode until
the point of the original attack. This has the benefit of minimal
overhead, but it might open the application up to another attack.
A third possibility is a mix between the two: executing in secure
mode past the point of the original attack, but eventually lifting the
added security.

4. ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
Our approach can make use of several architectural features to

operate efficiently. Minimal changes to conventional computing
platforms are required to accommodate the hardware of our ap-
proach. Figure 5 shows how our supplemental hardware fits in
with existing architectures. Added hardware includes a Hardware
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Checkpoint Unit (HCU) and a Lightweight Protection Unit (LPU),
each with a small amount of logic and internal storage. Not shown
in Figure 5 is the Heavyweight Protection Unit (HPU), which de-
pending on the required functionality may be more tightly coupled
with the target processor.

The HCU has direct access to main memory as well as the CPU/main
memory bus. The HCU contains a small amount of content-addressable
memory alongside some standard memory. The content-addressable
memory is used to store the addresses of memory locations that
have been written during the current checkpoint interval. Content-
addressable memory is preferred in this situation to allow for quick
look-ups on memory writes. The standard memory is used to store
pointers to the old checkpoint logs that have been offloaded to sec-
ondary storage. The current checkpoint log resides in a reserved
section of main memory. A fixed number of past checkpoints are
also retained to allow rollback beyond the current checkpoint in-
terval. These past checkpoints can stay in main memory or be of-
floaded into secondary storage depending on the size of the check-
point logs and availability of main memory.

The HCU snoops the bus on the data path between the CPU and
main memory. When the CPU writes data values to main mem-
ory, the HCU checks its table to see whether that memory location
has been logged for the current checkpoint interval. If it has not,
the existing value in memory is copied to the current checkpoint
log before the new value is written. Once the current checkpoint
buffer is filled, it is offloaded to secondary storage. A pointer to the
checkpoint log is retained in the HCU to allow for retrieval in the
case of a rollback.

Memory location granularity can vary by implementation. Log-
ging memory on a per-byte basis creates a large amount of storage
overhead to keep track of the location specifier. An optimization
would be to log memory writes at the cache-block level. Increasing
the size of what constitutes a unique location will decrease the stor-
age overhead required to identify each location. However, there is a
tradeoff in selecting the proper size. Very large location sizes cou-
pled with a lack of write locality will create very frequent check-
points and as a result it will increase run-time overhead.

This scheme for logging memory assumes a write-through cache
policy is in place. This guarantees that the memory log contains all
writes to cache. If a write-back policy is used, additional check-
pointing will be needed to log the cache state. Cache would be
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logged similarly to how main memory is currently logged using
the HCU. The pre-existing cache values would be logged on the
first write of the checkpoint interval.

Program rollback also makes use of the HCU. The HCU cycles
through and reads each value in the current checkpoint log, writ-
ing the values back into the specified memory locations. Once the
current checkpoint log has been rolled back, the next checkpoint
log is loaded into the storage reserved for the current checkpoint
log. This process continues until the rollback is complete. Once
a checkpoint has been rolled back it is no longer needed and can
be discarded. In this case, it is simply overwritten when the next
checkpoint is brought into main memory.

Located adjacent to the HCU and CPU, the LPU consists of its
own storage and a controller. To implement the lightweight scheme
described in the previous section, the storage of the LPU acts as a
secondary stack to hold return addresses on function calls. When a
return address enters the LPU on a function call, the controller ap-
pends it with a timestamp, and then this data is pushed onto the HW
stack contained within the LPU. The timestamps appended to the
return addresses are meant to identify when an attack takes place.
When a return address enters the LPU on a function return, the con-
troller pops the top of the stack and compares its value to the return
address entering the LPU. If a mismatch occurs, the LPU sends an
interrupt to the CPU so that execution is halted and rollback begins.

For a program to take advantage of the LPU it must be compiled
with express knowledge of the LPU location. Our modifiedgcc
compiler adds instructions to push the expected return address onto
the LPU’s hardware stack before function calls. On function re-
turns, our compiler adds instructions to pop a value off of the LPU’s
stack and verify that the address on the top of the stack matches the
address being returned to. We do not introduce new instructions
to accomplish the LPU operations. Instead, the LPU push and pop
operations are accomplished through memory-mapped writes. One
address,&PUSH, is used to specify a push operation while a sec-
ond address,&POP, is used to specify a pop operation. If the LPU
receives a write at the&PUSH address, the controller pushes the
written value onto its internal stack. If the LPU receives a write at
the&POP address, the controller pops the top value off of its stack
and compares it to the value written to the&POP location. If there
is a mismatch, the LPU sends an interrupt to the CPU and signals
for a rollback to begin.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance overhead of our proposed

approach, we incorporated a behavioral model of the LPU and
HCU modules into the SimpleScalar/ARM toolset [2], a series of
architectural simulators for the ARM ISA. We assumed a 4 cycle
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Figure 7: Checkpoint frequency as a function of log size.

delay for accessing the LPU on each function call and return, as
well as a 200 cycle delay at the HCU for storing the processor state
and managing the checkpoint data structure at the beginning of a
new interval. The input for evaluation were six benchmarks from
the MiBench embedded benchmark suite [8]. As an initial investi-
gation into the performance impact of our approach, we compared
the total overhead, checkpoint frequency, and maximum rollback
distance for various configurations of the HCU.

Figure 6 shows the total overhead of our approach for five differ-
ent checkpoint log sizes. We varied the log sizes from 512 to 8192
entries, while keeping the total number of stored logs constant at
64. The total performance overhead is the sum of the lightweight
protection scheme and the checkpointing scheme. The overhead of
the lightweight protection scheme is based on the number of func-
tion calls, so it is completely benchmark dependant. Because of
this, the overhead of the lightweight scheme is constant across all
configurations for a given benchmark. Figure 6 shows that allow-
ing for larger checkpoint logs results in less overhead due to check-
pointing. In all benchmarks butquicksort, the total overhead
was less than 5% for log sizes of 4096 entries and 8192 entries,
and less than 10% for all benchmarks with these two configura-
tions. The average across all benchmarks and configurations was
6.41%. When the 512-entry configurations ofquicksort and
tiff2rgba are removed, that number drops to 4.87%.

Figure 7 shows the checkpointing frequency of the same five
configurations that were used to measure total overhead. The check-
pointing frequency of a configuration was generally proportional to
the memory log size of the checkpoints. The average checkpoint in-
terval varied greatly between benchmarks. Configurations with log
sizes smaller than 2048 entries showed considerable overhead in
benchmarks with frequent checkpoints. This is especially apparent
when comparing thetiff2rgba benchmark in Figures 6 and 7.
A log size of 8192 entries results in an overhead of 2.6% while
reducing the log size to 512 entries results in a 36.9% overhead.

Figure 8 shows the maximum number of cycles that can be rolled
back for a given number of logs. The maximum rollback distance
was calculated by taking the timestamp difference of the newest
checkpoint log and the oldest checkpoint log. We kept the log
size constant at 4096 entries while varying the total number of logs
kept on record. This experiment demonstrates that the maximum
rollback distance does not always have a proportional relationship
with the total number of logs on record. Themad, quicksort,
andsha benchmarks generally show a relationship proportional to
log number, whilelame, tiff2rgba, andtiffmedian do not.
The reason for this is that memory writes do not always happen at
regular intervals in all programs. If a program executes for a long
period of time with very few memory writes, its state will not need
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to be checkpointed as frequently.
One general observation is that the checkpoint frequency has a

large impact on the total performance overhead. This frequency,
in turn, is a function of an application’s data locality and write ac-
cess frequency. Our architecture can restore program state from
upwards of tens of millions of cycles. This provides hope that even
complex program flow attacks can be thwarted.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a new approach to security at the

application level that can detect as well as gracefully recover from
attacks. Initial experimental results show that these goals can be
achieved with minimal run-time performance overhead (less than
7% on average). While this paper focused mainly on lightweight
monitoring and the LPU, in the future we are looking to develop
new architectural features that may enable heavyweight monitor-
ing using the proposed HPU. We also intend to explore new pro-
tective mechanisms that fit within our scheme. Finally, we hope to
prototype our architecture in FPGA hardware in order to perform
real-time experiments.
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